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Abstract—The modern construction world comes out with innovative techniques in concrete 

technology and has made remarkable strides in the past decades. When compared to the 

Traditionally Vibrated Concrete (TVC), the Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) possesses enhanced 

productivity and working conditions due to the removal of vibration for placing and compaction. 

The significance and use of SCC is spreading all over the globe, but for India, where it is still in the 

beginning stage.  

To achieve self-compact ability, SCC requires high quantity of fine particles as compared to 

traditional concrete. So it is necessary to replace some quantity of cement content with 

cementitious materials to achieve an economic as well as durable concrete. Fusing fly ash with SCC 

is a kind of solution and it is in abudance as byproduct of the thermal plant. It has become a 

common practice to apply enormous volumes of fly ash in several SCC applications. Inclusion of 

fibres has improved the strength and durability of the properties of SCC like more tensile strength, 

energy absorption and corrosion resistance. The fibres consist of steel, glass, poly-propylene, 

carbon, basalt and many more. Moreover, hybridization of different types of fibres proved to be 

more effective in the concrete. Employing a combination of two or more types of fibres is called 

Hybridization of fibres. 

With the strong growth of high rise building in many developing countries, deep Beams are gained 

popularity in constructing multi storeyed buildings as a primary need. Deep beam design and its 

Structural behaviour prediction is a subject of considerable relevance. This paper review on deep 

Beams using SCC and Hybrid Fibres Reinforced Concrete with different parameters. 

 

Index Terms—Self-Compacting Concrete, Deep Beam, Hybrid Fibres Reinforced concrete 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Concrete is the most widely used material in the construction industry. With the advent of cement as the 

binding material, the field of concrete technology has seen a tremendous growth. The ingredients of 

concrete have been supplemented with admixtures, Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCMs) and 

other chemicals to attain certain desirable qualities in it. One such quality is compressive strength; by 

means of proper proportioning of these components/additions, compressive strength values of the order of 

120 MPa have been achieved. The next important property, namely durability, is considered to be the 

most essential requirement of concrete. Several materials and methods have helped in achieving the 

desired durability characteristics. The subsequent development of specialized concretes such as high 

strength concrete, high performance concrete, no-fines concrete, Fibre Reinforced Concrete (FRC), 

ferro-cement concrete, gap-graded concrete, high density concrete, nuclear concrete, heat resisting and 

refractory concrete, Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC), geo-polymer concrete, etc., over a period of time 

is a clear depiction of the advancements in the field of concrete technology. 

In the current decades, Civil Engineers and researchers are interested in inventing novel materials which 

are durable and strong enough to resist the applied loads as well as cater the exact need of several 

structures. Many structures are designed with crowded reinforcement which here made the placement of 

concrete as a tough task. Consequently, there arises the need for self-compacting concrete(SCC) [1] 

which was developed by Professor Hajme Okamura in Japan in the late 1980’s to be mostly used for 

highly congested reinforced structures. It overcomes the inadequacies of traditional concrete and also 

avoids the problem associated with it. 

SCC does not require additional inner or outer vibration for the compaction. It flows under its own weight 

like a honey and fills every nook and corner of the crowded reinforcement in the formwork and offer a 
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very smooth surface level after hardening. Okamura & Ozawa (1994) stated that the self-compatibility in 

SCC can be achieved by increasing the fine aggregate and powder content and limiting the maximum 

aggregate size by using Viscosity Modifying Admixtures (VMA) and reducing the water-to powder ratio 

through Super Plasticizer (SP). These important differences of SCC modify the fresh properties [2] to 

some measure than traditional concrete. 

In recent times, this SCC has gained use in many countries for different applications and structural 

configuration. The employment of SCC started rising swiftly. The European federation of natural trade 

associations representing producers and applicators of specialist building products has drawn up 

specification and guidelines during the year 2002 and revised in 2005 to provide an outline of design and 

use of high quality SCC. Bountiful research [3] has shown that SCC, which is loaded in fine content, is 

proved to be more durable. It has been proved economically beneficial because of a faster construction, 

reduction in site manpower, easier placing, uniform and complete consolidation, better surface finishes, 

improved durability, increased bond strength, greater freedom in design, reduced noise levels, due to 

absence of vibration and safe working environment. SCC requires a reduced coarse aggregate content 

with an increase in the cement content, which would drive the cost up. It also causes a temperature rise 

during hydration process, and most likely influences in shrinkage. It is also not feasible to deliver the 

construction project containing the idea of sustainable development involving the employment of high 

performance and environment friendly materials generated at reasonable cost [4]. Hence it is essential to 

recognize less expensive cement substitutes. From the previous decades, several of researchers suggested 

in employing supplementary cementitious materials like fly ash, blast furnace slag, silica fume, met 

kaolin, rice husk ash, etc. which can develop the different properties like fresh, hardened states of 

concrete Dinakar et al. (2008) and Mehta (1992).[5] 

The employment of fly ash in concrete is well established and widespread in Construction Industry [5]. It 

is not only economical but also enhances the fresh and mechanical properties of the concrete. It also helps 

in solving the problems like storage and disposal of the ash. Researchers tried to generate high volume fly 

ash SCCs by replacing up to 60% of Portland cement with class F fly ash, thus achieving strength of about 

40 MPaBouzoubaa et al. (2001). The employment of fly ash [6] decreases the cracking potential of 

concrete as it lowers the heat of hydration of the cement Kim et al. (1996). The emission of CO2 can be 

significantly reduced by employing the fly ash which is a waste product from thermal plants. 

However, the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) has not brought out a standard mix design procedure even 

though the number of agencies and researchers carried out extensive investigations to produce balanced 

mix design procedures and self-compatibility testing methods. Still there is a need to conduct more 

research on standardization of self-compacting characteristics and its behavior when used in different 

structural elements. This will pave way for receipt of its usage in all hazardous and unreachable project 

zones for superior quality control. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This part presents critical review of literature on the performance assessment of Deep Beams and SCC. 

MuctebaUysal (2011) studied performance of self-compacting concrete containing different mineral 

admixtures. Portland cement (PC) was replaced with Fly Ash (FA), Granulated Blast Furnace Slag 

(GBFS), Limestone Powder (LP), Basalt Powder (BP) and Marble Powder (MP) at various proportions. 

The influence of mineral admixtures on the workability, compressive strength, ultrasonic pulse velocity, 

density and sulphate resistance of SCC was investigated. Sulphate resistance tests involved immersion in 

10% magnesium sulphate and 10% sodium sulphate solutions for a period of 400 days. Among the 

mineral admixtures considered, the best performance has been obtained for FA series as workability 

properties. In general, the use of mineral admixtures improved significantly the workability properties of 

SCC as pozzolanic materials FA and GBFS increased the late age compressive strengths of SCC 

mixtures. Replacing 25% of PC with FA resulted in strength of more than 105 MPa at 400 days. In 

addition, filler materials increased the early age compressive strengths of SCC mixtures. Test results 

show that GBFS series showed superior resistance against sulphate attack. Replacing cement with 40% 

GBFS can reduce magnesium sulphate attack by one third when compared to control mixture. 

RafatSiddique (2011) carried out a program to study the properties of self-compacting concrete (SCC) 

made with Class F fly ash. The mixes were prepared with five percentages of class F fly ash ranging from 
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15% to 35%. The study shown the design and SCC mixes incorporating fly ash content up to 35%. The 

carbonation depth increased with the increase in age from 90 days to 365 days in all the SCC mixes. 

Maximum carbonation depth at 90 days was observed to be 1.67 mm and 1.85 mm at 365 days for SCC 

mix with 20% fly ash content respectively. SCC mixes made with fly ash reduced the rapid chloride ion 

penetrability to the very low range (less than 700 and 400 Coulomb) at the age of 90 and 365 days 

respectively. 

Guru Jawahar et al. (2013) investigated on the effect of class F fly ash on the micro and macro level 

properties of self-compacting concrete (SCC) after 28, 56 and 112 days of curing. The micro level 

properties studied were the micro crack widths between aggregate and paste and atomic Calcium–Silica 

(Ca/Si) ratio. The macro level properties studied were compressive strength, modulus of elasticity and 

splitting tensile strength. A conventional concrete (CC) having an equivalent 28-day SCC compressive 

strength has also been examined at different ages. They concluded that pozzolanic action of class F fly ash 

in SCC improves the micro level properties significantly by reducing the micro cracking width and Ca/Si 

ratio and enhances the macro level (mechanical) properties of SCC significantly at later ages. Hydration 

of cement in CC leads to lesser improvement in the micro level properties by reducing the micro cracking 

width and increasing Ca/Si ratio and causing less improvement in the mechanical properties of CC at later 

ages. 

Valeria Corinaldesi et al. (2011) investigated that self-compacting concretes were prepared by three 

different types of fibers made of steel, polyvinyl- alcohol (PVA) and high toughness poly-propylene 

(PPHT) and two different types of mineral addition (limestone powder and powder from recycled 

concrete). He stated that the fiber additions proved to be very effective in counteracting both early age 

cracking (particularly PVA and PPHT fibers) and delayed drying shrinkage (particularly steel fibers) of 

self-compacting concrete, which is usually a great problem for this material as it is rich in powders 

(particularly cement) and poor in coarse aggregate fraction. The results obtained showed the effectiveness 

of steel fibers in improving the flexural behavior of concrete .On the other hand, the SCC mixture 

prepared with polymeric fibers (PVA or PPHT) showed a reduced performance in flexure with respect to 

reference mixture without fibers and it does not affect the values of static elastic modulus of concretes, 

due to the low content of fiber used. Toughness of fiber reinforced SCC was always quite high, 

independently of the strain considered and particularly for those mixtures prepared with steel or PPHT 

fibers. 

Shah &Modhera (2010) investigated on the effect of crack and deformation characteristics of SCC with 

and without inclusion of steel fibers for various span-to-depth ratios of deep beams. As depth of the beam 

increased, diagonal crack became predominant and is one of the causes of failure in deep beams. The 

inclusion of steel fibers in concrete deep beams improved the crack and deformation characteristics. The 

effective span–depth ratio (ln/d) has a significant influence on the ultimate shear strength and failure 

mode but marginal influence on the diagonal cracking strength. For all beams considered, the diagonal 

cracking strengths were between 65 and 75 percent of the ultimate strength. The empirical formulae 

provided in codes are more un-conservative and this un-conservatism is higher as ln/d increases, while 

STM of ACI 318-08 predicts fairly satisfactory results. 

Kim et al. (2011) studied experimental studies of deep Reinforced Concrete (RC) beam behaviors under 

combined axial and bending loads. In order to investigate the effect of axial loads on the structural 

behaviors of the deep RC beams, specimens are prepared to have different shear span-to-depth ratios and 

subjected to axial loads of 235kN or 470kN. In this study, structural behaviors of deep beams under 

combined axial and bending load are investigated. The deep beams are prepared to have different 

span-to-depth ratios from 0.5 to 1.5 and subjected to axial loads of 235kN and 470kN. Conclusively 

speaking, when the shear span-to-depth ratio decreases with increased axial load, the deep beam failed 

due to concrete crushing before shear failure occurred. These experimental results indicated that early 

failure of the beam occurred due to concrete crushing when the deep beam is under axial load with 

relatively small shear span-to-depth ratio. 

Mohammad Mohammadhassani (2012) studied the ductility and performance of eight simply supported 

High Strength Self Compacting Concrete (HSSCC) deep beams having variation in ratio of web 

reinforcement and tensile reinforcement. Even if the amount of ductility has been decreased by increasing 

the tensile reinforcement ratio, the effect of width of load point and support point is more important than 
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the effect of tensile reinforcement ratio in preventing premature failure. The absorbed energy is an 

indicator of ductility and strength of deep beam section that covers the mode of failure. This index 

increases with an increase in tensile reinforcement ratios. He also presented that the Strain distribution at 

the section height of mid span length is nonlinear. Maximum strain in extreme compression fiber of high 

strength concrete section is 0.002. 

Choi (2012) found out by experimental investigation carried out to evaluate fresh properties of a 

moderately high-strength (high-flowing) Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) and investigate shear behavior 

and performance of deep beams made with SCC. It was found from the tests that the SCC specimen 

having a normal shear reinforcement condition exhibited a slightly higher load carrying capacity than the 

corresponding NC specimen, while the SCC specimen is having congested. It was shown from the slump 

flow, V-funnel and U-box tests that the fresh properties of the SCC satisfied the requirements in 

accordance with 1st class criteria of Japan Society of Civil Engineering (JSCE). Shear behavior and 

performance of RC deep beams having two different reinforcements in shear were systematically 

investigated in terms of crack pattern, failure mode and load–deflection response. It was seen that all 

specimens made with SCC and NC exhibited nearly the same initial stiffness. For all specimens, diagonal 

shear cracks appeared at both sides of the layers parallel to the inclined compression strut and extended 

simultaneously in both directions downward to the support and upward to load positions of the specimens. 

Finally, sudden shear-compression failure was observed with all tested deep beams. 

III. DEEP BEAM 

The employment of deep beam has a good reputation and it has turned out be essential due to the space 

required in modern construction Industry. In construction, deep beams are extensively used in water 

tanks, underground bunkers, silos, nuclear reactors, pile cap etc. Occasionally walls also act as vertical 

beams and designed as deep beams. [7] 

Beams are classified into three classes as per their span-to-depth ratio namely: Shallow or Normal Beam, 

Moderate Deep Beam and Deep Beam. According to Indian Standard Code IS 456: 2000, a beam shall be 

considered a deep beam when the ratio of effective span (L) to overall depth (D) i.e. L/D is less than: 

 2.0 for a simply supported beam  

 2.5 for a continuous beam 

The traditional flexural beam theory refers to the plane section left over the plane after bending the normal 

beams which can never be employed to understand the structural behaviour (Kim et al. 2011).The ACI 

(318 -99) code opens that clear span/effective depth ratios lesser than 5 is regarded as a deep beam. 

According to the CIRIA guide 2 and IS 456–2000, the ratio of the effective span to overall depth ratio is 

lesser than 2 for just supported members and 2.5 for nonstop members. But the British code BS8110 

strongly declares that reference should be made to particular literature for design of deep beams. As per 

ACI-ASCE committee 426 classified a beam with a shear span (a) to depth (D) ratio i.e. a/D ratio less than 

1.0 as a Deep Beam and a beam with a/D exceeding 2.5 as an ordinary Shallow Beam. Any beam in 

between these two limits is categorized as a Moderate Deep Beam [12]. 

 
 

Figure 1:Different types of beam 
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In general, it can be classified as, 

 Normal Beams: L/D ≥ 6.0 Or a/D> 2.5 

 Moderate Deep Beams: 2.0 ＜L/D ＜6.0 Or 1.0 <a/D< 2.5 

 Deep Beams: 0.5 ＜L/D ≤ 2.0 Or a/D< 1.0 

Normal beams are assumed as one-dimensional linear elements so that they resist transverse loading 

mostly by bending and shear. The stress distribution is minor in effect because of normal pressure. In 

general normal beam posseses very low flexure strength compared to its shear strength and it fails under 

pure flexure failure. 

 

 
Figure 2: Concept of stress distribution in moderate deep or deep beam  

 

Moderate Deep Beams act entirely different from shallow beams considerably. There is a significant 

effect of normal pressure on stress distribution. The Simple bending assumption (i.e. plane section 

remains plane after bending) becomes incorrect due to nonlinear strain distribution. The flexure capacity 

and shear capacity of the moderate beam is nearly the same. Therefore, the failure of such types of beams 

is due to both combined effect of shear and flexure. Figure 1 shows the different types of beam based on 

L/D ratio. 

In case of a deep beam, the beam becomes deeper, the stress distribution becomes non-linear. The stresses 

at mid span deviate more and more from those predicted by the simple bending theory. Normal pressure 

has superior effect on stress distribution. Hence, stress distribution no longer remains linear. It has very 

high flexure strength compared to its shear strength. For this reason, type of failure is a shear failure. 

Figure 2 shows the Concept of Stress Distribution in moderate Deep or Deep Beam. 

IV. MATERIALS USED FOR SCC 

 Cement 

Ordinary Portland cement of 53 grade (similar to ASTM Type I) available in the local market was used 

for investigations. Tests were conducted to establish various properties in accordance with IS: 4031–1988 

and they were found to conform to IS: 12269–1987.Cement is a material, generally in powder form, that 

can be made into a paste usually by the addition of water and, when molded will get set into a solid mass. 

Numerous organic compounds used for adhering or fastening materials are referred to cement. These are 

classified as adhesives, and the term cement in isolation means a construction material. 

 Aggregate 

Aggregates are inert granular materials such as sand, gravel, or crushed stone that, along with water and 

portland cement, are an essential ingredient in concrete.For a good concrete mix, aggregates need to be 

clean, hard, strong particles free of absorbed chemicals or coatings of clay and other fine materials that 

could cause the deterioration of concrete.  

Aggregates are inert granular materials such as sand, gravel, or crushed stone that, along with water and 

port-land cement, are an essential ingredient in concrete.For a good concrete mix, aggregates need to be 

clean, hard, strong particles free of absorbed chemicals or coatings of clay and other fine materials that 

could cause the deterioration of concrete. Aggregates, which account for 60 to 75 percent of the total 

volume of concrete, are divided into two distinct categories--fine and coarse. Fine aggregates generally 

consist of natural sand or crushed stone with most particles passing through a 3/8-inch sieve. Coarse 

aggregates are any particles greater than 0.19 inch, but generally range between 3/8 and 1.5 inches in 
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diameter. Gravels constitute the majority of coarse aggregate used in concrete with crushed stone making 

up most of the remainder. [12] Natural gravel and sand are usually dug or dredged from a pit, river, lake, 

or seabed. Crushed aggregate is produced by crushing quarry rock, boulders, cobbles, or large-size gravel. 

Recycled concrete is a viable source of aggregate and has been satisfactorily used in granular sub bases, 

soil-cement, and in new concrete. 

Aggregates, which account for 60 to 75 percent of the total volume of concrete, are divided into two 

distinct categories--fine and coarse.  

 Coarse Aggregate: Crushed angular granite metal of 8 to 12.5 mm size from a local source is 

used as coarse aggregate in this investigation. The aggregate was tested as per IS: 2386–1963 Part 

III and it is found to be conforming to the specifications. 

 Fine Aggregate: River sand of 2.36 mm size sieve passed is used as fine aggregate in this 

investigation. The sand is free from clayey matter, salt and organic impurities. 

 Fly ash 

Fly ash from Tuticorin Thermal Power Station, Tamil Nadu, India is used as partial cement replacement 

(40%) material. The physical and the chemical properties of flyash are confirm to IS 1727 – 1967 and 

ASTM C 618. The specific gravity is 2.05.The percentage of finess of fly ash is 0.5. 

 Water 

Potable water conforming to IS: 3025–1986 part 22 & 23 and IS: 456–2000 was used in the research 

work. Water used for producing and curing concrete should be reasonably clean and free from deleterious 

substances such as oil, acid, alkali, salt, sugar, silt, organic matter and other elements which are 

detrimental to concrete or steel.Water is an important ingredient of concrete as it actively participates in 

the chemical reaction with cement. The strength of cement concrete comes mainly from the binding 

action of the hydration of cement get the requirement of water should be reduced to that required chemical 

reaction of anhydrate cement as the excess water would end up in only formation undesirable voids or 

capillaries in the hardened cement paste in concrete. 

 Glass Chopped Strands  

Glass Chopped Strands (6 mm length) are chopped from continuous glass fibres shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3:Glass chopped strands fibre 

 

The glass chopped strands are free flowing and are water dispersive. They are designed to resist the rigors 

of compounding whilst allowing the finished moulding to develop satisfactory mechanical properties. 

The bulk density (without compaction) of Chopped Strands is 635 kg/m
3
. 

 

 Super Plasticizer 

The High range water reducer (HRWR), the Modified Polycarboxylated Ether based Super Plasticizer 

complying with IS 9103:1999 and ASTM C494-type F is used in this experimental work. It is light brown 

in color and is a free flowing liquid. 

 Polypropylene Fibre 

The 12mm length polypropylene fibre is shown in Figure 4. It prevents the micro shrinkage cracks 

developed during hydration, making the structure component inherently stronger. The bulk density 

(without compaction) of polypropylene is 175 kg/m
3
.Table 1 gives properties of fibres. 
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Figure 4:Polypropylene fibre 

 

Table 1: Properties of fibers 

Properties 
Glass chopped 

Strands 

Poly-Propelyne 

Fiber 

Length (mm) 6 12 

Density (Kg/m
3
) 317 175 

Aspect ratio 200 316 

Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 72 3.5 

Tensile strength (MPa) 1700 400 

Elongation at break (%) 3.6 >100 

V. METHODS OF EVALUATION OF FRESH PROPERTIES OF SCC 

The fresh properties of concrete are evolved by workability. The Workability is defined as the ability or 

ease with which the concrete is handled, transported and placed in forms with minimum loss of 

homogeneity. The Mixer machine was run till a mix of required uniform consistency was achieved.The 

rational Workability test methods available for traditional concrete mixes are not sufficient for evaluation 

of fresh properties of Self Compacting Concrete mixes. Till date, no single method was available to assess 

relevant workability requirements of SCC.  

Different test methodologies were developed to characterize the fresh properties of SCC mixes. The 

concrete mix can merely be categorized as Self Compacting Concrete, if the next three features are 

fulfilled as per EFNARC-2002. 

 Filling Ability  

 Passing Ability,  

 Resistance to Segregation 

These features are found out by Slump flow, T50 Slump, V-Funnel, V funnel at T5, L-box, J ring and 

U-box test. 

Table 2: List of Test Methods for Workability Properties of SCC [13] 

S. No. Method Property 

1 T50 cm Slump flow Filling ability 

2 J-ring Passing ability 

3 V-funnel Filling ability 

4 
V-funnel at 

T5minutes 
Segregation resistance 

5 L-box Passing ability 

6 U-box Passing ability 

7 Orimet Filling ability 

VI. SCC MIXES IN HARDENED STATE 

 Compression Test 

The compressive strength of the specimen was determined on 28, 56 and 90 days to study the 

development of strength at later ages. After the required curing period, the SCC cubes were taken out of 

the curing pond and the dampness was wiped off to make the surface dry. The testing was done on a 2000 

kN capacity Compression Testing Machine (CTM). In accordance to IS 516–1959 ,the Specimens were 
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placed in the CTM in such a way that the face perpendicular to the direction of pouring of SCCs mix was 

on the bearing surfaces and the load was applied centrally at a uniform rate of 140 Kg./sq.cm./minute until 

the failure of the specimens. Figure 5 shows that the testing of concrete cube for its compressive strength. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Compressive strength of concrete [8] 

 3.6.2 Splitting Tensile Strength Test 

The splitting tensile strength was determined as per IS: 5816 (1999) specification. The test is carried out 

by placing a cylindrical specimen of diameter 150mm and 300mm long (ASTM C496) horizontally 

between the loading surfaces of a CTM and the load is applied up to failure of cylinder. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Compressive strength of concreteSplitting tensile strength of concrete [8] 

In order to reduce the concentration of high compressive stress near the points of application of the load, 

narrow strips of suitable packing material such as plywood are placed in between the cylindrical specimen 

and the loading platens of the testing machine. Figure 6 shows that the testing of concrete cylinders for its 

splitting tensile strength. 

 Flexural Strength 

The flexural strength of concrete is determined by subjecting a plain concrete beam to flexure under 

transverse loads. Two point load is adopted to measure the flexural strength. Flexural strength tests are 

carried out on prisms 100 mm x 100 mm x 500 mm size as per IS: 516-1959 on a flexure testing machine 

of capacity 100 kN. 

 
 

 Figure 8: Loading arrangement of flexure test [9]   

The bed of the testing machine is provided with two steel rollers of 40 mm in diameter on which the 

specimen is supported and these rollers shall be mounted in such a way that the distance from center to 

center is 400 mm. The load is applied through two similar rollers mounted at the third point of the 

supporting span, spaced at 133 mm center to center. The load is applied without shock at the rate of 4 

kN/min and is increased until the failure of specimen. Figure 7 shows that the testing arrangements of 

flexure test. 
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VII. CASTING AND TESTING OF DEEP BEAM 

The significant parameters for structural applications are shear and flexural behavior of concrete beams. 

By considering the above mechanical and durability properties of all the mixes, the mix CSSCC and 

CSPSCC 2 shows improvement when compared to SCC and hence it is concluded that the mix CSSCC 

and CSPSCC2 are the optimum dosage level of fibre. Sixteen deep beams were cast in two different 

depths in wooden moulds. Ten Medium Deep beam size 100 X 500 X1000 mm 

(SCC-500,CSSCC500,CSPSCC 1-500 ,CSPSCC 2 -500 and CSPSCC 3 -500) and six small deep beam 

size 100 X 300X 700mm (SCC-300,CSSCC-300 &CSPSCC 2- 300) are cast with four and three levels of 

the optimum dosage level of fibres respectively.  

The mix of SCC Control, CSSCC and CSPSCC 2 are cast for both 300 mm and 500 mm depth of deep 

beams. The design of deep beams is done as per Strut and Tie Method and with reference of IS 456:2000. 

The shear span is 267 mm and 167 mm for 500 mm and 300mm depth of the beam respectively. The 

schematic diagram of test arrangement and details of reinforcement are shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9: Schematic diagram of 500mm deep beam test set up 

 Testing Procedure 

The deep beams are checked by employing 100 Tonne capacity UTM under two point loads to obtain the 

structural features. Specimens are just supported in condition. Beams are checked under two point 

loading. The deflection is calculated at mid span and loading point (Mohammadhassani, et al. 2012). 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of 500mm deep 

 

 
 

 Figure 11: Schematic diagram of 500mm deep  
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An exclusive setup is used for strain measurement in steel reinforcement in deep beams. Two numbers of 

10 cm length steel rod were welded to the bottom main reinforcement with 200 mm c/c spacing as shown 

in Figure 3.20. Each projected rod is covered with PVC pipe to ensure that the concrete does not have 

contact with the steel rods at both fresh and hardened stages of concreting. The progress of casting of 

beam is shown in Figure 11.  

Before final setting time, the PVC pipes were removed without disturbing the concrete surface. After 

curing, the deep beams were loaded in UTM for the measurements of structural response. A mechanical 

strain gauge was placed over the welded steel rods and concrete surfaces to measure the strain in steel and 

concrete respectively. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The effect of including fibre, hybrid fibre in SCC for strength characteristics when exposed to unkind 

environment is investigated. The effects of including fibre, hybrid fibre in SCC to study the structural 

behaviour of deep beams are investigated. 
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